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Abstract 

Through this research work evaluating the various scientific background of vital force with different 

parameters to understand the dimension of flow of energy in respect of equilibrium to manifest the state 

of health. As we know this energy is spiritual, autocracy, automatic, dynamic in the living organism 

this energy exhibit in the various dimensions along with axis of deviation in correspond to external 

stimuli. 
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Introduction 

The phrase vital force refers to the existence of animating invisible energy throughout the 

universe, whereas vital principle refers to a specific type of power carried by the material 

body [1]. Dr. Hahnemann defines "vital force" as "life force." Initially appeared in the 5th 

edition of the Organon of medicine, and the word "vital principle" has taken its place in the 

Because of the Vital force material, the 6th edition of Organon [2]. 

Without the body's ability to survive, grow, and reproduce, the anatomical body is incapable 

of performing any function and cannot protect itself from decays. It has a spirit-like 

dynamism to it. It is the type of energy that sustains life. This power is every portion of the 

body contains it. It is the fundamental factor. Accountable for maintaining a lively state of 

the body while Disease and health [3]. It is not visible to the naked eye. Its ability to function 

in a harmonious manner indicates that it is in a state of health. There are so many arguments 

against this concept that it is nothing. However, much work has lately been done to examine 

it. Vitality in the body and how the body functions in a healthy state, there is a harmonious 

way. According to current research concludes that there is some energy in the body but there 

will be no strategies for calculating this. Prior to 200 years back in the day, maestro 

Hahnemann stated unequivocally that it is the energy by which body performs physiological 

functions. 

 

Milgrom 2006 

Vital forces-Quantum theory: The previously informed quantum theory of concepts and 

entanglement attempt the therapeutic process model. Later, a mathematical model based on 

homoeopathy is developed by weak quantum theory (WQT) and patient- practitioner-remedy 

(PPR). To widen the scope of PPR, quantum field theory (QFT) is applied. In this case, the 

patient, practitioner, and remedy are interacting in a quantum-like field in which the patient 

and practitioner are expressed in terms of a quantum matter field while the remedies and 

disease are treated as a quantum interaction field. The quantum field was associated with 

vital force. As a result, vital force can either build or destroy a quantum field. If it breaks, 

sickness develops, and homoeopathic medicines are offered to restore the fractured quantum 

field. The procedure continues. The spacetime feynmann diagram visualizes the practice and 

forces of quantum matter and force field in order to restore the broken symmetry in 

homoeopathy curative therapy. It can be depicted using feynmann diagrams. It finds that 

there is a parallel between homoeopathy and quantum theory that can be used to model the 

homoeopathy process. 

Knowledge, knowledge of patients, knowledge of remedy, as mentioned in the Organon of 

Medicine 6th edition (aph. 3, 4, 5), and tells us about entering and exiting the disease space.  
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We examine the patient and obtain a geometric figure, 

which leads to the path of cure by integrating the patient and 

medical perspectives. The semiotic geometry depicts the 

physician and patient perspectives, which can be perceived 

from the outside in the physician viewpoint and from the 

inside in the patient perspective, both of which lead to the 

path of cure [5-7]. 

 

Milgrom 2004 

Theory was assumed on Cartesian theory it applies double 

blind placebo control trials were conducted, then we get the 

patient's process & it correlates with the gyroscopic idea. 

This paper was produced to investigate the effects of 

homoeopathic medicine, which is today regarded as a 

placebo in the modern world. In prior studies, non-locality, 

complementarity, and entanglement were used to explain 

homoeopathy. According to Dr. Hahnemann, vital energy 

was adequately explained, but it cannot be seen or perceived 

with the human eye, hence there are numerous challenges to 

homoeopathy by modern medicine. This report was based 

on multiple metaphor studies, in which they hypothesized 

that a gyroscope was full of energy as it moved against an 

item, and that created this, They have their own spin 

(angular momentum) based on the energy they received. If 

something gets in the way of the gyroscope rotating, it slows 

down (has less angular moment) and shows modest effects. 

When this concept was correlated with Homoeopathy, when 

a person becomes ill, we prescribe a well-suited 

homoeopathic remedy based on their susceptibility, which is 

acted on the vital force of the person, but if the potency 

selected was not correct according to the conventional laws 

of homoeopathy, it reduces the effect of energy transformed 

in the patient’s body in the form of homoeopathic remedy. 

According to Milgrom, they explain this process in terms of 

electrons (which are bound with energy) and the energy in 

the particles that cover their route and revolve around the 

electron [19-25]. 

 

Vital forces: Spin concept 

They investigate the concept of spin, which can be utilized 

as a metaphor for understanding vital force operation. This 

the idea originates from nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR). 

Look into the differences in the characteristics known as 

spin -spin. Relationship with time to comprehend the notion 

of water between non-toxic and homeopathically made 

(diluted and succussed), homoeopathic prepared (diluted 

only) solutions. There is none. There were differences 

between homoeopathic and non- homoeopathic treatments. 

Homeopathic remedies are solutions that have been 

produced with care. The vitalist ideas that they are 

theoretically based on numerous CAM, The existing 

medical model is invalid. The ancient concept of the modern 

complexity altered the vital power theory. As a result, the 

gyroscopic metaphor presented here, might be it’s a good 

place to start thinking about vital force [14]. 

 

A Gyroscopic Model of the Vital Force 

On the basis of the aforementioned hypotheses, it is 

conceivable to conceptualize the VF as behaving like a 

gyroscopic entity. This uses the well-known characteristics 

of gyroscopes and spinning tops to demonstrate how the VF 

reacts to illness and treatments [13]. As a result, once a 

spinning object is set to a high speed, the angular 

momentum produced tops and basic gyroscopes to stand 

upright in relation to the gravitational pull of the Earth field 

and will firmly resist any lateral forces from the outside that 

attempt to topple the gyroscope. It will start to sway about 

as it spins if those forces are powerful enough. Before the 

gyroscope settles back on its axis in its upright posture. 

Moreover, any item thrust outward while being fast-

spinning flywheel-attached. The flywheel as again wobbles, 

but this time tilts over and turns gently around a Horizontal 

axis. Precession is the term used to describe the sluggish 

rotation of the gyroscope's spinning axis. The slower the 

flywheel spins, the quicker the precession of the entire 

gyroscope becomes, until it eventually topples over 

completely. A rotating gyroscope resists rotation lateral 

forces are much less. Compared to a completely upright 

(multidimensional) gyroscope, a healthy VF with one 

significant exception, a flywheel that is spinning quickly: 

variations in the VF "gyroscopic" Precessional angular 

velocity occurs in jumps rather than continuously, i.e., it has 

been quantized. When it is envisioned as physical but not 

perceptible. 

 

Conclusion 
After reading and learning about vital force in 

homoeopathy, it says that vital force is a prime unique life 

force or energy which possesses in all living being. Vital 

force is power which maintain the harmony of your body 

and which preserve the state of health and well-being. When 

vital energy is deprives, the entry of disease in body occurs. 

Vital energy also defence body from being sick. As vital 

force is spiritual, dynamic power which cannot seen but it is 

felt and perceived. Homoeopathy medicine gives power to 

vital principle to come in health state and then remove 

disease from body.  

As we seen many theories like quantum physics theory, 

Cartesian theory and spin theory it shows that there is an 

energy which we can to seen in material form but the force 

is there and how it affect things around it. As it is difficult to 

back time regarding Explain vital force, many people don’t 

except this theory but now with advancement of theory like 

quantum physics its gives evidences regarding vital energy, 

which was already Dr. Hahnemann was told. Invisible 

energy was also discussed in Hindu literature and the Rieki 

system of healing also introduced in early 20th century in 

Japan, which is built on energy healing. This gyroscope 

instrument help to provide evidences on the theory of Vital 

force or vital principle. As from studying of all this theories 

it is given positive review on theory of vital energy. In 

homoeopathic medicines which are prepared with trituration 

and succession methods, it poetized and became high in 

dynamic energy, which will match with Person’s own 

dynamic energy-that is vital force and getting charged with 

this dynamic energy the vital principle which is also 

dynamic in nature, vital force helps to body to come back in 

healthy state. The quantum theory and spin theory helps to 

scientifically proven about dynamic energy. 
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